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The Hottest 3 
Letters in 

Generative AI Right 
Now Are Not LLM



RAG stands for Retrieval 
Augmented Generation





Here is why?

1. An AI model is only as good as what it’s taught

2. An off-the-shelf LLM is not always up to date, nor will it 

have trustworthy access to your data or understand your 

customer relationships

Do you agree?



Solution? 

Use RAG 

RAG is an AI technique that 
allows companies to embed 

their most current and 
relevant proprietary data 

directly into their LLM 
prompt

And we’re not just talking 
about structured data like 

a pdf document or a 
relational database

We mean retrieving all available 
data, including unstructured 

data and other types of 
information that could lead to a 

better AI output



An AI LLM solution that will utilize information from any documentation 

(e.g. policies & procedures, prospects, catalogues etc…) 

and answer specific questions related to it

TIS NEXT 
GEN BOTs



TIS NEXT 
GEN BOTs

TIS AI LLM solution
helps you retrieve 
and use your data 

from various 
internal sources for 
better generative AI 

results

Bottom line: 

You can trust 
the responses 
to be relevant 

and more 
accurate

Because the source 
material comes from 

your own trusted 
data, it helps reduce 

or even eliminate 
hallucinations and 

other incorrect 
outputs







USE CASE: TIS HR Bot option 1



USE CASE: TIS HR Bot option 2

MAIN UI PAGE, after A&A logina

The user doesn’t have access to the
content related to their question

Q&A + the
preview to 
the content
relayted to 
question



How does TIS.AI speak? since 2019 …

OUR PROJECTS SPEAK FOR US!





OUTPUT 1. annotation video and JSON file
OUTPUT  2. Composite map: displays movement of 15 key
points throughout the video

INPUT: GM video

www.sendd.eu

SENDD.AI: VIDEO POSE ESTIMATION





vineyardangel.com



DATA PROCESSING - RESULTS
NDVI INDEX VISUALIZATION IN 3 COLORS BASED ON CANOPY VIGOUR

0 - 0.3

0.3 - 0.7

0.7 - 1.0

vineyardangel.com





About TIS Group 

• 35 years , 3 companies, Croatia, Slovenia, UK

• 120+ certified experts : IT development, integration, business analysis & project management, AI/ML

• Financial, telco, healthcare & public sectors, etc. - wordwide

• A business build on partnerships 



About TIS Group 



About TIS Group 



Thank you for your 
attention!

Josip Kustić

Business Development Manager

Email: jkustic@tis.hr

TIS Grupa d.o.o.

Heinzelova 33

10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

info@tis.hr 

www.tis.hr
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